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Introduction
Phosphors exhibit photoluminescence, the process by which a material absorbs light of a 
specific spectral range and re-emits light of another spectral range with longer wavelengths. 
Because of the increased availability of phosphor-based white light-emitting diodes, the use 
of phosphors is increasingly prevalent in illumination design. To ensure that simulations for 
such illumination designs are accurate, it is important to accurately model the optical effects 
of phosphors. To describe how phosphors are modeled in LightTools, this paper explains how 
LightTools inputs correlate to theoretical models, as well as how to obtain the necessary data.

Phosphor 101
The law of conservation of energy states that when light is absorbed by a material, the energy must 
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Figure 2 shows, in simplified terms, the process of photoluminescence.
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Figure 2: The process of photoluminescence

In Step 1, a photon of light is absorbed by the material. If the photon energy is equal to EG, an electron in the valence band jumps 
the bandgap to the conduction band, as shown in step 2. The energy of the input photon, Ein, is known from the wavelength of light 
and Equation (1). 
 
Equation 1  

                                         

In reality, there are many sub-excited states that occur just above or below the conduction band. These extra states allow a material 
to accept a photon whose energy is not equal to the exact bandgap energy. The set of wavelengths that are absorbed by the material 
define the absorption spectrum for the phosphor.

After a time, the excited electron will return to its base state —an event that is accompanied by a release of energy. If the material 
releases this energy over a long period of time, usually measured in minutes or hours, the material is said to be phosphorescent. If 
the energy is released almost instantaneously, then the material is called fluorescent. The phosphors used in illumination systems are 
typically fluorescent. For the purpose of this paper, materials that exhibit fluorescence or materials that contain particles that exhibit 
fluorescence are called phosphors.

In most cases, the electron does not fall directly from the excited state to the base state. Instead, it falls to any number of sub-excited 
states before returning to the base state, as shown in step 3 and step 4 of Figure 2. The energy released from the smaller transitions 
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When Equation (3) and Equation (4) are combined, the full energy balance equation, shown in Equation (5), is obtained.

Equation 5

The simulations performed in LightTools accurately depict the state of energy for a single moment in time. Because energy can vary 
vhsg shld+ sgd enqltk`r hm sghr o`odq qdok`bd dmdqfx 'D( vhsg onvdq 'ñ(+ ` shld hmu`qh`ms pt`mshsx cdehmdc+ hm sghr b`rd+ `r sgd khfgs 
energy per unit time. With this distinction in mind, Equation (5) becomes:

Equation 6

           

Phosphors in LightTools
LightTools provides the ability to model phosphors as user-defined materials with phosphor particles in suspension. It is important 
to note that to create or use a phosphor material in LightTools, you must have access to the Advanced Physics Module. If you do not 
currently have the Advanced Physics Module, contact support@opticalres.com for licensing information.

Many inputs are required to accurately model a phosphor in LightTools. To understand the need for each of the inputs, first consider 
the energy balance that occurs during the ray trace. In LightTools, a ray propagates through the material until it leaves the material or 
strikes a phosphor particle. Because LightTools models light stochastically, the power balance for each ray that strikes a phosphor 
particle is defined using probabilities and percentages.

Ray Trace Power Balance
Bnmrhcdq ` q`x vhsg onvdq ñ/ `mc v`udkdmfsg ý/ that enters a phosphor material. The average distance the ray travels without hitting 
a phosphor particle is determined by the mean free path between the phosphor particles. LightTools also allows the material to 
contain non-luminescent, or inert, particles that have their own mean free path. The probability that the ray will hit an inert particle 

support@opticalres.com
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LightTools then uses the emission spectrum for the absorbed wavelength (Emý/'ý(( `mc oqna`ahkhrshb`kkx bgnnrdr sgd ntsfnhmf 
wavelength and power from the spectral power distribution (SPD), which satisfies the condition shown in Equation (8), and a new ray 
is isotropically emitted from the particle.

Equation 8

Hs lhfgs `ood`q `r sgntfg Dpt`shnm '6( `mc Dpt`shnm '7( cn mns s`jd hmsn `bbntms `mx RsnjdƤr knrrdr+ ats hm e`bs sgdx cn- Adb`trd sgd 
excitation spectrum is defined as the percentage of the absorbed power that becomes converted, the Stoke’s Shift and non-radiative 
losses become, as a percentage of the absorbed power, 

0 ƠDw'ý(- KhfgsSnnkr trdr sgd dwbhs`shnm rodbsqtl `r ` ltkshokhb`shud e`bsnq: sgdqdenqd+ sgd q`xƤr onvdq hr qdctbdc ax sgd RsnjdƤr Rghes 
and non-radiative losses.

Power Balance using Quantum Yield

Hm sghr b`rd+ nmbd sgd q`x hr `arnqadc ax sgd ognrognq o`qshbkd+ KhfgsSnnkr trdr sgd pt`mstl xhdkc 'PX'ý(( sn cdsdqlhmd he sgd q`x 
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A phosphor particle is now a child of the user material in the tree as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The new phosphor particle appears as a child under the user material

You can add more than one type of phosphor particle to any user material by clicking the Add Phosphor button for each of the 
cdrhqdc ognrognqr- Hmdqs o`qshbkdr b`m ad `ccdc sn sgd l`sdqh`k ax bkhbjhmf @cc Lhd nq @cc Trdq,Cdehmdc atssnmr-

Step 3: Specifying the Phosphor Particle’s Properties

There are several required inputs for the LightTools phosphor particle. These inputs are as follows:

4. Mean Free Path

5. Absorption Spectrum

6. Excitation Spectrum/Quantum Yield

7. Emission Spectra

8. Hmsdmrhsx Chrsqhatshnm ne Tmbnmudqsdc Dmdqfx

9. Number of Rays Propagating from a Particle

Each of these parameters must be specified in order to accurately model the phosphor. Many of the parameters are difficult to 
ld`rtqd chqdbskx- ƧLd`rtqhmf ` Ognrognq enq Trd hm KhfgsSnnkrƨ nm o`fd 05 cdrbqhadr hm cds`hk gnv sn ld`rtqd ` ognrognq `mc 
convert the measured data into LightTools inputs.

Sn bg`mfd `mx ne sgd ognrognq o`qshbkdƤr noshnmr+ rdkdbs sgd ognrognq bghkc ne sgd trdq l`sdqh`k hm sgd Trdq L`sdqh`k ch`knf anw `r 
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Selecting the phosphor particle exposes its parameters

Specifying the Phosphor Mean Free Path

The mean free path is the average distance (in millimeters) that a ray of light travels through the material without striking a phosphor 
particle. It can be calculated using the effective cross-sectional area (mm2) of a phosphor particle and the number of phosphor 
particles per unit volume (1/mm3( ne sgd gnrs l`sdqh`k+ `krn jmnvm `r sgd cdmrhsx ne o`qshbkdr+ `r rgnvm hm Dpt`shnm '0/(-
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Equation 10 
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Equation 11

              

Also, the size distribution of the particles must be specified on the Mie Particle Size tab as shown in Figure 12. The Mie solution 
assumes that the particles are small spheres, so the size of the particles is represented by their radii. The particle size distribution can 
be loaded from an external file. The format for the file is shown on page 14? Please check this.

Figure 12: The particle size distribution is entered on the Mie Particle Size tab

When the Constant mean free path is chosen, a single value is entered on the Mean Free Path tab. If Wavelength Dependent is 
chosen, the Mean Free Path tab contains a table of values and their corresponding wavelengths, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: The mean free path can have wavelength dependence

The data can be entered manually, or an external text file can be used. The format for the text file is given on page 14.

A Density Scale Factor can be entered on this tab to change the absolute values of all of the mean free paths without shifting the relative 
rg`od ne sgd btqud- Sgd rb`kd e`bsnq hr `ookhdc `r he sgd o`qshbkd cdmrhsx hr adhmf bg`mfdc- Eqnl Dpt`shnm '0/(+ sgd ld`m eqdd o`sg `mc sgd 
particle density have an inverse relationship; assuming a constant particle size, if the density is doubled, the mean free path is halved. 
This allows you to change or optimize on the density, which is easier to measure, while using a wavelength-dependent mean free path.

Absorption Spectrum

Sgd `arnqoshnm rodbsqtl+ ô'ý(+ hr sgd v`udkdmfsg,cdodmcdms oqna`ahkhsx etmbshnm sg`s khfgs rsqhjhmf ` ognrognq o`qshbkd vhkk ad 
absorbed. The wavelengths used to define the absorption spectrum should be a subset of the wavelengths traced in the LightTools 
lncdk- Rodbsqtl u`ktdr q`mfd eqnl / sn 0+ vgdqd ` u`ktd ne 0 hmchb`sdr sg`s 0//$ ne sgd q`xr vhsg sgd bnqqdronmchmf v`udkdmfsg `qd 
absorbed by a phosphor particle.

You can enter the wavelength-dependent absorption spectrum into the table on the Absorption Spectrum tab manually, as shown in 
Figure 14, or a text file can be defined to enter all of the values at once. The format needed for the text file is shown on page 15.
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Figure 14: The Absorption Spectrum tab

You can also allow LightTools to calculate the absorption spectrum based upon the emission spectra and the excitation spectrum/
quantum yield. If you choose the “Calculated from Excitation and Emission Spectra” option on the Absorption Spectrum tab, as 
shown in Figure 15, you do not need to specify the absorption spectrum.
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The data on the Emission Spectra tab is organized into columns that represent the emission spectrum vs. emission wavelength at a 
particular absorbed wavelength. You can insert a new emission spectrum by selecting a column header, right-clicking, and choosing 
Insert Column, as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Inserting a new emission spectrum

By default, if an absorbed ray is of a wavelength that does not have a corresponding column on this tab, LightTools will use the emission 
spectrum whose absorbed wavelength is closest to the current ray’s. If the Interpolate Between Spectral Curves (Columns) option is 
enabled, LightTools generates new, interpolated spectra at every Interval and uses the closest interpolated spectrum for the current ray.

Unconverted Intensity

When a ray is absorbed and re-emitted from the phosphor, it does so isotropically. If the ray is not absorbed when it strikes the 
ognrognq o`qshbkd+ hs oqno`f`sdr `v`x eqnl sgd o`qshbkd `r cdehmdc ax sgd Hmsdmrhsx Chrsqhatshnm enq Tmbnmudqsdc Q`xr bnmsqnk nm sgd 
Controls tab for the phosphor particle.

Sgdqd `qd entq noshnmr enq sghr rdsshmf+ `r rgnvm hm Ehftqd 1/- Sgd cde`tks noshnm+ Hrnsqnohb+ rb`ssdqr sgd dmdqfx dpt`kkx hm `kk chqdbshnmr- 
Vhsg sgd Tmcduh`sdc noshnm+ sgd q`x o`rrdr sgqntfg sgd o`qshbkd `r he sgdqd v`r mn hmsdq`bshnm `s `kk- Sghr noshnm b`m ad trdc sn lncdk 
luminescent dyes, such as for laser or solar applications.
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Sgd k`rs sxod+ Trdq Cdehmdc+ `kknvr xnt sn l`mt`kkx rodbhex sgd hmsdmrhsx chrsqhatshnm- Sghr noshnm bntkc ad trdc sn dmsdq ` ld`rtqdc 
chrsqhatshnm- Sgd hmsdmrhsx `r ` etmbshnm ne v`udkdmfsg `mc `mfkd hr dmsdqdc nm sgd Tmbnmudqsdc Hmsdmrhsx s`a+ rgnvm hm Ehftqd 10-

Figure 21: Specifying a user-defined intensity distribution

The table consists of one column per wavelength and one row per angle. The angle is specified with respect to the undeviated 
direction, as shown in Figure 22.

Insident ray

Scattered ray

Phosphor
particle

Angle of
scatter

Figure 22: Graphical depiction of the unconverted intensity scatter angle

The Interpolate Between Separate Curves (Columns) option works the same way as the similar control on the Emission Spectra tab. 
See “Emission Spectra” on page 11 for more information. The data in this table can also be loaded from an external file. The format 
enq sgd ehkd hr rgnvm nm o`fd 05-'okd`rd bgdbj sghr(

Number of Rays Propagating from the Particle
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Measuring a Phosphor for Use in LightTools
As you can see from the preceding sections, many inputs are required to build a proper phosphor model. In summary, the 
necessary inputs are:

10. The absorption spectrum

11. The excitation spectrum/quantum yield

12. The mean free path

13. The emission spectra

14. The refractive index of the phosphor

Luckily, the first three inputs can be calculated from a simple inline transmission measurement. This section discusses how to 
nas`hm sgd mdbdrr`qx ognrognq hmotsr- Rdd ƧBqd`shmf `m KDC Ognrognq Lncdk eqnl Ld`rtqdc C`s`ƨ nm o`fd 1/ sn kd`qm gnv sgdrd 
parameters are applied to various phosphor applications.

Obtaining Inline Transmission

The inline transmission (Ti 'ý(( hr ` bnmudmhdms ld`rtqdldms sg`s b`m ad trdc sn cdqhud l`mx ne sgd qdpthqdc hmotsr enq ` ognrognq 
model. From this wavelength dependent set of values, the absorption spectrum, the mean free path, and the excitation spectrum/
quantum yield can be computed. There are several ways to obtain the data.

Measuring Inline Transmission

To measure the inline transmission, a wavelength-tunable, well-collimated source is required. Light from this source is directed onto 
a single phosphor crystal at normal incidence. A detector on the opposite side of the crystal from the source collects the power 
transmitted through the material as shown in Figure 24.
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Equation 14 

                                                                                    

Deriving Inline Transmission from Absorbance

In some cases, the absorbance of the phosphor crystal is given. You can use Equation (15) to convert the absorbance to the 
inline transmission.

Equation 15

Calculating the Bulk Transmission of the Phosphor Crystal

To calculate a phosphor materials’ properties, the internal or bulk transmission of the crystal is needed. The inline transmission 
contains the bulk transmission (Tb( `r vdkk `r sgd knrrdr ctd sn Eqdrmdk qdekdbs`mbd `s d`bg ne sgd e`bdr ne sgd bqxrs`k- Dpt`shnm '05( 
shows the relationship between the bulk transmission, the inline transmission, and the total Fresnel transmission (Tf).

Equation 16

The total Fresnel transmission is related to the total Fresnel reflectance (RF) by

Equation 17 

             

The total Fresnel reflectance is the reflectance due to the first and second surface intersections as well as the infinite other back 
reflections. The total Fresnel reflectance relates to the Fresnel reflectance of one surface (R1F) by Equation (18).

Equation 18  

                                                               

For normal incidence, the Fresnel reflectance due to a single surface interaction is given by Equation (19) using only the wavelength-
dependent refractive index.

Equation 19

The contribution to the total Fresnel transmission of the high order reflections is small. Consequently, a good approximation for 
Dpt`shnm '06( hr fhudm hm Dpt`shnm '1/(-
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Sgd qd,dlhssdc onvdq 'ñEm), given by the absorbed power scaled by the quantum yield value and the Stoke’s Shift, is the integrated 
rodbsq`k onvdq chrsqhatshnm `r rgnvm hm Dpt`shnm '15(-

Equation 26 

                                                                                        

The total emitted power cannot be obtained directly from the inline transmission measurement. Instead, an integrating sphere and a 
spectrometer must be used to capture and measure the isotropically-emitted radiation.

Sn b`kbtk`sd sgd RsnjdƤr Rghes+ ` vdhfgsdc `udq`fd ne sgd dlhssdc v`udkdmfsgr rgntkc ad trdc- Dpt`shnm '16( rgnvr sgd mnlhm`k 
relationship for the Stroke’s Shift and the weighting used to calculate the emitted wavelength from the emission spectrum.

Equation 27

He xnt `qd trhmf tm,mnql`khydc u`ktdr enq sgd dlhrrhnm rodbsqtl+ Dpt`shnm '16( adbnldr9

Equation 28

Bnlahmhmf Dpt`shnm '14( `mc Dpt`shnm '15( vghkd chuhchmf ax ñ/ fhudr

Equation 29 

                                                                                     

You might notice that the last addend in Equation (29) is the inline transmission (Ti). The second to last term is the total Fresnel 
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Creating an LED Phosphor Model from Measured Data
There are two primary ways in which to use a phosphor inside of an LED: using a single, cut phosphor crystal or using a particular 
density of small phosphor particles suspended in an encapsulant. When using a single crystal, the measured data obtained in the 
previous section can be used directly as inputs, but when the phosphor particles are in suspension, extra steps must be taken to 
ensure that a good model is achieved. 

This section describes the process for creating each of these two phosphor models.

For a Single Phosphor Crystal

The inline transmission of the previous section is of a single crystal, and as such, the data derived from it can be used directly as 
LightTools inputs. To create this kind of phosphor material, first follow Steps 1 and 2 as described in “Creating a Phosphor Material in 
sgd KhfgsSnnkr Trdq Hmsdqe`bdƨ nm o`fd 4 sn `cc ` mdv l`sdqh`k vhsg ognrognq o`qshbkdr sn sgd KhfgsSnnkr lncdk-

Change the Refractive Index Type of the base material to whatever formulation you have for the phosphor crystal. In many cases, this 
may just be Index Interpolation. Set the Absorption Type to Constant Optical Density. The default optical density of zero is correct, 
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A new Mie particle set is added to the material. On the Controls tab for the Mie particles, enter the Particle Density of the phosphor 
o`qshbkdr `mc bg`mfd sgd qdeq`bshud hmcdw sxod sn Trd Hmcdw Cdehmhshnm eqnl L`sdqh`k- Rdkdbs sgd qdedqdmbd l`sdqh`k bqd`sdc hm sgd k`rs 
rdbshnm eqnl sgd khrs ne `u`hk`akd trdq l`sdqh`kr `r rgnvm hm Ehftqd 2/-
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These three fields will be used to build the absorption spectrum for the phosphor particles based upon Equation (32).

Equation 32
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